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VANTAGLOSS® FOAMY
CERAMIC WAX
Replace that out-dated traditional wax based polish in your wash with this revolutionary product and watch your customers rave
about the deeper, reflective gloss and much smoother feel. Special silicon nano-particles bond to surfaces creating a slick,
ceramic like surface that repels water and soils; also is more resilient to chemicals and wear unlike traditional wax based
products. Simply foam this product onto surfaces, lather in for best result and rinse to activate. Watch vehicles transform!

ADVANTAGES
* Designed to be foamed onto surfaces, lathered in and rinsed off to activate.
* Stay glossier and protected longer with our silicon nano-particle technology.
* Fills microscopic irregularities for exceptionally smooth feeling surfaces.
* Creates deep, mirror like reflection on clear-coats and paint.
* Protects against harsh environmental elements like rain, salt and UV.
* Vehicles will dry better as a result due to its super-hydrophobic nature.
* Fruitopia scent will appeal to all customers.
* Form a special wash package around our branding or sell as an add-on.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
Online Add On Application ($3-5 Extra):
Dilute 1:100 (30 mL)
Online Package Application:
Dilute 1:180-240 (8-15 mL)
Apply this product after the cleaning stage for best result. Foam on under low pressure (lather in for best result), then rinse off with spot free water.
Low foam version best for use at end of car wash process / foamy version for sheet / curtains.
Manual Application:
Wash the vehicle and rinse. Add 1-1.5 oz of VantaGloss® to 1-gallon of water and while the vehicle is still wet from the rinse water, spray or foam
onto the entire car then rinse off with water and towel dry.

PROPERTIES
Physical Form

Liquid

Foam Profile

High

Color

Blue or Yellow

Specific Gravity

0.98-1.0
8.2

Odor

Fruity

Pounds per. Gallon

Solubility in Water

Complete

pH of Concentrate

4.0-6.0

Reclaim Compatible

Yes

V.O.C. % / Wt.

<10

Cautions:

Causes eye damage.
Stock Number: QW-0516
Container Size: 5,15,30,55-Gal
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